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Just as reminder....
Dobson and Brewer networks.
Total Column Ozone (TOC) measurements performed at a set
of wavelengths pairs.
A ⇒ λ1 = 305.5nm and λ2 = 325.4nm.
Beer-Lambert law
Iλ = I0λ exp
[
−αλµΩ− βm
P
P0
− δλ sec(Z )
]
(1)
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Double ratio method I
Iλ = I0λ exp
[
−αλµΩ− βm
P
P0
− δλ sec(Z )
]
(2)
• Iλ is the direct normal spectra irradiance at λ
• I0λ is the extraterrestrial spectral irradiance at λ
• αλ is the ozone absorption coefficient at λ
• µ is the ratio of actual and vertical paths of solar radiation through the ozone
layer.
• Ω is the TOC
• βλ is the Rayleigh scattering coefficient at λ
• m is the airmass corresponding to solar zenith.
• P is the atmospheric pressure at the measurement station
• P0 is the mean sea pressure
• δλ is the scattering coefficient (optical depth) of aerosol at wavelength λ.
• Z is the solar zenith angle
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Double ratio method II
If the spectral irradiance is measured at one pair of
wavelengths, then one can, in principle, obtain a value of the
O3 by inverting
Iλ = I0λ exp
[
−αλµΩ− βm
P
P0
− δλ sec(Z )
]
(3)
Ω =
N − [(β − β′)mP/P0]− (δ − δ′) sec(Z )
(α− α′)µ (4)
where N = log I/I′0 − log I/I′
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Double ratio method III
If the measurements at two distinct couples of wavelengths are
combined together one gets
Ω =
(N1 − N2)− [(β − β
′)1 − (β − β
′)2]mP/P0 − [(δ − δ
′)1 − (δ − δ
′)2] sec(Z )
[(α− α′)1 − (α− α′)]µ
(5)
It is generally assumed that (δ − δ′)1 − (δ − δ′)2 ≃ 0
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Double ratio method IV
The process of determining the total column ozone can be seen as a
method where one tries to match the measured quantity
y (m) = (log I/I′0 − log I/I′)1 − (log I/I′0 − log I/I′)2 (6)
and the model
y = (∆α1 −∆α2)µΩ+ (∆β1 −∆β2)mP/P0 +∆δ sec(Z ) (7)
where
∆α = α− α′, ∆α = β − β′ and ∆δ = (δ − δ′)1 − (δ − δ′)2.
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Jacobian matrix
∆α1, ∆α2, ∆β1,Ω, ∆β2, P, ∆δ, Z (µ and m are function of Z ).
We build the Jacobian matrix
[
Jjk
]
=
[
∂y
∂aj
· ∂y
∂ak
]
(8)
aj ⇒ parameter, with j = 1, . . . 8, a1 = ∆α1, a2 = ∆α2, and so
on.
From
[
Jjk
]
one can compute the covariance matrix[
Cjk
]
=
[
Jjk
]−1
.
Degree of cross correlation matrix [ρjk ]
[ρjk ] =
[
Cjk√
Cjj
√
Ckk
]
(9)
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Why are correlations important?
If we have y = x1+ x2, then, for the uncertainty in y we get
u2y = u
2
x1
+ u2x2 + 2ρ1,2ux1ux2
• If ρ1,2 = 0 (no correlation) then u2y = u2x1 + u
2
x2
.
• If, ux1 = ux2 and ρ1,2 = −1⇒ u2y = 0 (!!).
Anti-correlations are the main reason of the popularity of some
research fields, such as quantum optics
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Need for regularization
We need J−1, but the inversion problem is often ill-posed and
needs to be regularized.
J = U · S · V T (10)
where U and V are orthogonal matrices so that their inverse are
equal to their transposes.
S is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal (all positive) elements
being the singular values of the original matrix J.
Written in this way, the inverse J−1 would take the form
J−1 = V ·
[
diag(1/sj)
]
· V T (11)
If any of si is close to zero, the inverse is very sensitive to noise.
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Situation for Brewer Model
For Brewer dataset, one can re-write the measurement equation as in
the following
Ω =
N − B
Aµ
(12)
where,
N =
n∑
i
wi log
Ii
I0
(13)
A =
n∑
i
wiαi (14)
B = m
P
P0
n∑
i
wiβi (15)
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Brewer Model
A typical Brewer data set will look like (with meaning of coefficients as
in Brewer manual)
Figure : Brewer 070, El Arenosilo 2015. (courtesy A. Redondas)
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Cross-correlation in Brewer algorithm
For uncertainty purposes, TOC retrieval from Brewer model can be
considered as a minimization of the functional
‖N(measured) − (AµΩ + B)‖ (16)
Local optimization⇒starting values from direct model:
Anominal ,Ωnominal ,µnominal ,Bnominal .
Example at sza ≃ 41◦
[Jjk ] =


2.13703472913 2.08711464111 5.47178296213 4.62486061710
2.087114641011 2.03836066149 5.343964782211 4.51682612998
5.471782962413 5.343964782211 1.401025840714 1.18417511711
4.62486061710 4.516826128 1.1841751111 1.000888548


(17)
Cond number 1.0698022 ⇒ Not possible to invert
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Cross-correlation in Brewer algorithm, Brewer 185
After regularizing J (Tickhonov regularization), we obtain
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Cross-correlation in Brewer algorithm, Brewer 230
After regularizing J (Tickhonov regularization), we obtain
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Cross-correlation in Brewer algorithm, Brewer 185
After regularizing J (Tickhonov regularization), we obtain
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TOC uncertainty
u2Ω = u
2
a3
=
u2y +
∑
i ,j
i ,j 6=3
∂f
∂ai
∂f
∂aj
ρi ,juai uaj
( ∂f
∂a3
)2
(18)
The ρi ,j from the model are available.
The measurements uncertainties uai must be determined for
each measuring instruments.
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Outlook
• We have derived the uncertainties and correlations from
the model.
• The total TOC uncertainties combines the
measurements/instruments uncertainties and the model
uncertainties.
• Now working on the values and entity of atmospheric ad
instrumental uncertainties to compile the comprehensive
TOC uncertainty budget.
